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Abstract—More and more complex, distributed and softwareintensive systems are built using independently developed
services. Due to various reasons, such as changes in the execution
environment, these systems may need to adapt their behavior.
Although, adaptation at the system level has been extensively
studied, developing adaptive services to start-with has not
received any significant attention. This paper describes a
framework for formalizing the concept of adaptation at the
service level, leading to the “service adaptation by construction”
approach. Hence, the proposed work will help software
developers in identifying the important adaptation categories at
the service level.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptation can be considered as a key factor for the
survival of species in nature. Similar to the natural species,
current and future distributed, complex, and software-intensive
systems (henceforth referred as “DCS systems”) will also need
to adapt their behaviors – due to various reasons such as
changes in the requirements and execution environments,
demands for reuse and potential economic benefits. Such DCS
systems are often composed as an ensemble of independently
developed and deployed software services, thus, these
individual services also need to be adaptive. Software
Adaptation is widely recognized as an important problem in
software engineering [1, 2]. It offers benefits such as high
degree of flexibility, low maintenance cost, reliability and
dependability and improved Quality of Service (QoS) [3].
Despite of its importance, adaptation in most cases is
considered as an afterthought. Such an ad-hoc approach
generally involves the use of wrappers or adapters on the top of
existing services or DCS systems to enable the desired
adaptation. Such approaches can significantly increase the risk
of unintended behavior of a DCS system or a service as they
might not operate as desired. Also, such a service or a DCS
system would not be properly tested as it might not be possible
to test all adaptation scenarios when they are considered as an
afterthought. Although, adaptation at the level of DCS systems
has been extensively studied, developing adaptive services to
start-with has not received any significant attention. The
current methods and techniques are not powerful (see the next
section) to develop such services using the “adaptation by
construction approach”.

Hence, there is a need for a formalized approach towards
software service adaptation – this requires a systematic study
of the nature of adaptations that are applicable for software
services and their appropriate categorization. Such a
formalization and associated taxonomy will not only be crucial
but also helpful for the developer of an adaptive service (and
hence, an adaptive DCS system). In this paper, we focus on the
adaptation by construction for individual services and not on
their composed DCS systems. This paper describes a
framework for formalizing the concept of adaptation at the
service level, leading to the “service adaptation by
construction” approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next section
briefly discusses prominent related efforts; Section 3 presents
the details of the proposed approach and illustrates the
proposed approach by indicating a few examples; the paper
concludes with lessons learnt and an outline of future efforts.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many frameworks have been proposed to support different
types of software adaptations. In FUSION framework [4], a
learning-based approach is presented for run-time software
adaptation in which the adaptation decisions are learned to
make them more accurate. The adaptive behavior of the system
is analyzed and tuned for unanticipated changes. In [5], the
concept of control data is introduced and the relationship
between the behaviors of a component with the control data is
identified. Change of the control data triggers change in
behavior which is viewed as adaptation. [6] describes a
framework which is based on a model-driven middleware
based approach for adapting applications and services
dynamically. In [7], an architectural model based approach to
self-adaptation is presented in which system level properties
and constraints are exposed with the help of the model. A
majority of these approaches are focused on system-level
adaptation or adaptation at run-time – they do not consider a
formal notion of adaptation while developing individual
services, as advocated by our approach.
In literature, a few taxonomies have also been proposed in
the past. For example, in [8], a classification scheme has been
described for self-adaptive systems. Five major characteristics
have been defined, namely, origin, activation, system-layer,
operation and controller distribution. In [9], the authors
propose another taxonomy for self-protecting systems which
can detect and tackle security threats at runtime. A signature
level taxonomy is proposed in [10], which describes the
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properties of signature changes in software systems based on
their kind, frequency and evolution patterns. McKinley et al.
[11] describes a taxonomy for adaptation with composition as
the mechanism for adaptation. Their focus is on techniques of
computational reflection and Aspect-oriented Programming.
Again, these approaches are at the system level and not at the
individual service level, as emphasized in our approach.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Taxonomy of Adaptation and Associated Formalism
As indicated earlier, we advocate the “adaptation by
construction approach” while designing individual services that
need to adapt. As services are independently developed and
deployed, each service needs to be associated with its formal
specification. Here, we assume that service specifications are
multi-level as proposed by [12]. They have suggested four
levels of specifications – syntax, semantics, synchronization
and QoS. Hence, in this paper, adaptations are considered at all
these levels, resulting in adaptive specifications similar to
proposal discussed in [13].
The first step towards achieving this goal is to develop
taxonomy of adaptation and formalize it appropriately. An
adaptation, in the context of a service can be classified and
formally defined using the following grammar. The nonterminals in the grammar start with an uppercase letter, while
the terminals start with a lowercase letter or are enclosed in
quotes. ‘&&’ indicates the logical AND, while ‘||’ indicates the
logical OR operators. We use the prevalent notation (such as
the use of ‘<’, ‘::=’, ‘|’, and ‘>’) for describing this grammar.
<Adaptation> ::= <Basic> | <Compound>
<Basic> ::= <Type-Adaptation> | <Size-Adaptation> |
<Order-Adaptation> | <Number-Adaptation>|
<Time-Adaptation> | <Range-Adaptation> |
<Syntax-Adaptation> | <Input-Adaptation> |
<Output-Adaptation> | <Behavior-Adaptation> |
<Synchronization-Adaptation> |
<QoS-Adaptation>
<Compound> ::= <Basic> ‘&&’ <Basic> |
<Basic> ‘||’ <Basic>
<Type-Adaptation> ::= <Type> <Type-Function> <Type>
<Type> ::= <Basic-Type> | <Constructed-Type>
<Basic-Type> ::= int | float | real | bool | string …
<Constructed-Type> ::= array | struct | union | class | …
<Type-Function> ::= subset | equivalence |
reverse-implication | implication | …
<Size-Adaptation> ::= <Range> <Size-Function> <Range>
<Range> ::= int ‘..’ int
<Size-Function> ::= increase | decrease

<Number-Adaptation>::= int <Num-Function> int
<Num-Function> ::= equal | increase | decrease
<Order-Adaptation>::= set <Order-Function> set
<Order-Function> ::= all-permutation |
restricted-permutation | pre-defined permutation
<Time-Adaptation> ::= <State> <Time-Function> <State>
<State> ::= s1 | s2 | s3 …
<Time-Function> ::= before | after | at | every | where | once |
so-far | awaits | until | eventually …
<Range-Adaptation> :: = range <Range-Function> range
<Input-Adaptation> ::= set <Input-Function> set
<Input-Function> :: = <Type-Function> | <Order-Function>
<Output-Adaptation> ::= set <Output-Function> set
<Output-Function> ::= <Type-Function> |
<Order-Function> | <Num-Function> | <Size-Function> |
<Time-Function>
<Syntax-Adaptation> ::= <Input-Adaptation> |
<Output-Adaptation>
<Behavior-Adaptation> ::= <State> <Pattern> <State>
<Pattern> ::= insert pattern | delete pattern | move pattern |
replace pattern | swap pattern | …
<Synchronization-Adaptation> ::= <Policy> ‘=>’ <Policy>
<Policy> ::= mutex | monitor | first-come-first-serve |…
<QoS-Adaptation> ::= <Value> ‘=>’ <Value> |
<Range> ‘=>’ <Range>
<Value> ::= int | float | double | …
B. Types of Adaptation and Examples
In this section, we illustrate the abovementioned taxonomy
and formalism by describing a few of these adaptations and
associated examples. In the discussion below, each adaptation
is denoted as   , where name is either a Basic or
Compound category of adaptation as described in the above
grammar. Also, we associate with each adaptation a generic
function,  which maps an appropriate entity (e.g., a
particular type in the case of the type adaptation), to another
appropriate entity (e.g., another type in the case of the type
adaptation). All non-terminals that contain the word Function
(e.g., Type-Function, Time-Function, Size-Function, etc.), in
the above grammar, are described using  (and its specific
variants) either formally or semi-formally.

1) Type Adaptation – Types, in the theory of programming
languages [14], are either basic types (e.g., int) or constructed
types (e.g., arrays). As indicated in the above grammar, a type
adaptation applies to both these categories. Formally, we
define the Type-Adaptation, AT, as:


   
… where,  is type of any element before adaptation is type
of the element after adaptation, and  is the relation between 
and  . can be the subset, equivalence, implication, reverse
implication, or a specific transformation relation (e.g. type
converting function). Examples that use relations such as
subset or equivalence are fairly common – as they relate to the
subtyping or inheritance relationships. In contrast, an example
of such type adaptation that may use a specific transformation
relation can be described in the context of the URL Shortner
Service (from Google Marketplace [15]). The insert() method
of this service is responsible for shortening the URL. This
method takes an API key (indicating the URL) as an argument
– this key is of the type String – and shortens it into as few
characters as possible in order to make the URL more
readable, shareable and easy to email. This method can
support type conversion by accepting a QR-code as an
argument instead of a URL.
2) Size Adaptation – The Size adaptation is denoted by .
It is defined as:

   
  size of an element, before adaptation, and S’
is the size of that element, after adaptation. The computation
of the size of an element depends on the nature of the element.
For example, if the element is a set, then its size could be the
cardinality of the set. is the relation that maps S to S’. can
be either increase or decrese function and is defined as:
 Rdec: S  S’… iff S < S’.
 Rinc: S  S’… iff S > S’.
The size adaptation is generally associated with size of a
service’s input or output parameters. General triggers for this
adaptation could be the QoS constraints, the QoS adaptation,
and resource availability for service or network conditions.
For example, the URL Shortner service mentioned above does
perform the size adaptation when it shortens a URL into a
smaller form. This also emphasizes the fact that a service can
exhibit more than one kind of adaptation.
3) Number Adaptation – The Number adaptation is
denoted by . It is defined as:

   
… where let a set of elements of an entity, before adaptation,
is denoted as X and after adaptation is denoted as X’, such that
X = {1, … , } and X’ = {x’1, … , x’q} where p>0, q>0 and p
!= q. Also, let N = |X| and N’ = |X’| where |X| and |X’| indicate

the cardinality of sets X and X’ respectively.  can be equal,
increase or decrease function and is defined as:
 Req: N  N’… iff N = N’.
 Rdec: N  N’… iff N < N’.
 Rinc: S  S’… iff N > N’.
The number adaptation can be triggered when the service
has a need to adapt to the change in the number of its inputs or
outputs. Generally, such a scenario will occur if the client of
the service provides fewer arguments than expected or expects
a different set of outputs. If there was no adaptation in this
situation, the service will throw an exception. However, such a
situation could be handled by the number adaptation of the
inputs or outputs. There could be various strategies to achieve
this but the choice will be dependent on the developer of the
service. As an example of number adaptation scenario,
consider the case of missing parameters. In this case, the
number of arguments provided by the client is less than
expected number of arguments described by the service
interface. One of the most common strategies suggested, in
this case, is to replace the missing argument values with
default values. Another approach could be to obtain some
essential details of the input and form a complete new set of
inputs with a reduced number of parameters. Again, the
strategy may differ from developer to developer, but the
general principles remain the same. Some of the common
triggers of this type of adaptation are QoS requirement, size
adaptation or when the required number of inputs and/or
outputs are not provided or generated. A concrete example for
this adaption is the Google’s Books Service [16] – it has a
resource called Bookshelf which contains a method called list.
This method takes a required parameter UserId and an
optional parameter, source. If an invocation is made with only
one parameter, the number adaptation takes place by ignoring
the optional argument.
4) Order Adaptation – The Order Adaptation is denoted
by . It is defined as:

  
… where O represents the set of n entities. For any such set O,
a permutation can be defined as a bijective function R: OO .
Following permutations are defined for R:
 Rall: an n-permutation of O.
 Rrestrictive: an r-permutation of O where r < n.
 Rpre-defined: a pre-defined sequence of elements of O.
This adaptation indicates a change in order of an entity
associated with a software service. This could mean changing
the order of inputs to changing the order of a sequence of
function calls. For example, the first function, Rall, described
above, denotes adapting to any of the possible permutations.
One such approach was proposed by [13]. In this approach,
the function calls are performed with named parameters or
arguments identified by keywords. The clients then can call
the function by providing name of each argument along with

the parameters. Another approach could be a restricted or
group order adaptation. In this approach, the service may
allow only certain deviation from the expected order or may
allow the change in order for only certain input arguments.
Thus, the adaptation function would change order based on
only some permitted permutations of the expected input order.
The criteria of filtering out valid permutations will be
application specific. Another example of this adaptation is the
use of named arguments in Python.
5) Time Adaptation – In order to define the time (or
temporal) adaptation, it is required to define the meaning of a
temporal entity. In [17], Hobbs et al. have proposed time
based ontology to formally represent temporal entities and
their properties as a way to efficiently describe time-based
information on the web, more specifically, web pages and
web services. Also, one set of temporal relations have been
proposed by Allen [18,19] which is also known as Allen’s
Interval Algebra. The relations defined in these works are
used while defining the temporal adaptation as indicated
below. The Time adaptation is denoted by . It is defined
as:

    
where, S is the initial state of the entity at time t and S’ is its
state after adaptation at time t’. Let p and q be temporal
formulas. These formulae can be represented as basic timebased propositions. For example, p is true if the time value is a
time, 1. The sequence of states at any time t can be denoted
by  and is represented as {, t+1, +2 … } – for t = 0, 1,
2…n. Following functions, based on [17,18,19], are defined
for R:
 R1: S  S’… iff After p.
 R2: S  S’… iff Before p.
 R3: S  S’… iff At p.
 R4: S  S’… iff Every p.
 R5: S  S’… iff [-]p where [-] represents So-far.
 R6: S  S’… iff <->p where <-> represents Once.
 R7: S  S’… iff p since q.
 R8: S  S’… iff p Backto q (either p since q or[-]p ).
 R9: S  S’… iff p where  represents Next.
 R10: S  S’… iff p Awaits q.
 R11: S  S’… iff pUq where U represents Until.
 R12: S  S’… iff <> p where <> represents
Eventually.
 R13: S  S’… iff []p where [] represents
Henceforth.
 R14: S  S’… iff  p where  represents Globally.
 R15: S  S’…iff (<O> && C) where <O> is any of
the above operators and C is the conditional
expression.
While considering the time adaptation for an entity, it is
important to understand the relationship of this entity with
time. For example, let us consider an adaptation scenario for

an input to a service. This input can be either a time itself or
could be an input in any other form but dependent on time.
For the former case, application of the abovementioned timebased functions can be straight forward, but for the latter case,
there might be more work required. This scenario is common
in services which have real-time inputs. In such scenarios, the
goal of adaptation is, generally, to modify the input
representation in an effective way so that the changing input
values may be utilized to adapt the service under various
conditions. Thus, it becomes important to establish the
relationship of time with the input. A common method is to
time-stamp the input. This method is found among services
with real-time data such as financial services and traffic
routing services. A timestamp can describe the apprpriate time
value by listing the year, month, day, hour, minute, second
and millisecond. Different standards are available for time
stamping values.
An example of time adpation is the GoogleNow wallpaper
[20] application – it changes the color scheme of the
background based on the time of the day. Rhapsody [21], an
application for playing music, suggests songs to users based
on the time and day and generates a user’s listening pattern.
As another example, consider a map service that assists in
real-time directions based on traffic conditions. Such a service
would have an incoming temporal data as input, which will, in
most cases, be the data collected from GPS of vehicles on
road. A map service could be designed to adapt its route
suggestions not only based on current traffic but also the
current time of day. Traffic patterns are known to vary based
on the time of day or the season of the year, or based on some
other real-time feed of a live event in the city.
6) Range Adaptation – The Range adaptation is denoted
by . It is defined as:

   
… where RN is the range of an entity before adaptation and
RN’ is the range of the entity after adaptation. RN is the set
[x,..,y] that contains monotonically increasing integer or real
values from x to y inclusive of x an y. Similarly, RN’ is the set
[x’,..,y’] that contains values from x’ to y’ inclusive of x’ and
y’. Following functions are defined for R based on the
relations between RN and RN’:
 Rbefore: RN  RN’… iff y < x’.
 Rmeets: RN  RN’… iff y = x’.
 Roverlap: RN  RN’… iff [x,..,y]  [x’,.., y’] !=  i.e.,
RN and RN’ are not disjoint.
 Rstart: RN  RN’… iff ((x = x’) && (y < y’)).
 Rcon: RN  RN’… iff [x,..,y]  [x’,.., y’] = [x,..y,].
 Rfin: RN  RN’… iff ((x < x’) && (y = y’)).
 Req: RN  RN’… iff ((x = x’) && (y=y’)).

An example of such an adaptation is the
SetSPServerScaleOutDatabaseDataSubRange associated with
the SharePoint Server [22].
7) Input Adaptation – The input adaptation is denoted by
. It is defined as:


   
… where, I is the set of input elements before adaptation, and
I’ is the set of input elements after adaptation. The input
adaptation, in turn, uses many of the earlier defined
adaptations. Specifically, the input adaptation uses the type
adaptation (AT), the order adaptation (Aorder), the number
adaptation (Anumber), the size adaptation (Asize), the range
adaptation (ARange) and the time adaptation (ATime). Hence, the
function R for the input adaptation takes the appropriate forms
that are defined for these related adaptations – that is why,
here, we neither specifically enumerate these functions not
indicate any concrete examples of the input adpatation.
8) Output Adaptation – The output adaptation is denoted
by . It is defined as:

   
… where, O is the set of output elements before adaptation,
and O’ is the set of output elements after adaptation. The
output adaptation has the same semantics (and hence, the use
of related adaptations) as the input adaptation, except it deals
with the outputs of the function than the inputs of the function.
Hence, again here, we do not elaborate details of the output
adpatation.
9) Syntax Adaptation – A service is typically specified by
the function that it supports. Thus, at the service syntax level,
a function’s signature maybe required to change – resulting in
the syntactical adaption for that service. The signature of a
function in an object-oriented language such as Java, consists
of a function name, list of parameters along with their types,
return type of function, access control modifier or some
specialized keywords specific to the language (e.g., Java
language has abstract and final as keywords). Based on this
signature structure, the syntax adaptation will either be the
input adaptation or the output adaptation or both. As these
adaptations are described earlier, we do not repeat them here
while discussing the syntax adaptation. In the syntax
adaptation, typically, the functionality of the service may not
change At this level, the functionality of the service does not
change but the function signature will need to adapt based on
the specified parameter. An example of syntax adaptation is
the Classifier Service described in [13].
10) Behavior Adaptation – A behavior (or semantic)
adaptation is the change in the core functionality of a software
service. Thus, the behavior adaptation can be defined as the

adaptation of the functionality of the service. For an adaptive
service, there would be a number of semantic variants
available. In literature, several approaches have been proposed
for adaptation at the behavior level in software services. One
such list of different adaptation patterns is proposed in [23].
These patterns are: Insert Process Fragment, Delete Process
Fragment, Move Process Fragment, Replace Process
Fragment, Swap Process, Extract Sub Process, Inline Sub
Process, Embed Process Fragment in Loop, Parallelize
Process Fragment, Embed Process Fragment in Conditional
Branch, Add Control Dependency, Remove Control
Dependency, and Update Condition. Any of these patterns
could be the choice(s) for the behavior adaptation. The
Classifier Service [13] uses the Update Condition pattern.
11) Synchronization Adaptation – The next level in the
multi-level contract, advocated by [12], is the synchronization
level. Services need to support concurrent accesses, in most of
the application scenarios, and hence, this level is needed. In
[24], the specification of the synchronization level is divided
into two parts – the policy part and the implementation part
and a catalog of policies is presented. A few examples of the
policy, indicated in [24], are mutex, barrier, first-come-firstserve (FCFS) and monitor. [25] discusses relations between
these policies, and thus, provides a possible mechanism for
adapting one policy to another. The relaxed matching
function, defined in [25], is the relation associated with the
synchronization adaptation and is defined as:
 Rrelax: SP  SP’… iff SP implies SP’.
Again, the Classifier Service, from [13], is an example of
synchronization adaptation which can adapt from mutex to
first-come-first-serve.
12) QoS Adaptation – The last level in the multi-level
contract, advocated by [12], is the QoS level. Services,
especially the ones which deal with real-time constraints, need
to guaranteed a specific value or a range values for specific
QoS parameters (e.g., response time).
Dynamic QoS
parameters, such as the response time, are highly dependent
upon the execution environment and hence, need to adapt for
different operating scenarios. The QoS adaptation can either
indicate change from a specific value to another specific value
or from a range to another range. The latter scenario is most
likely – thus, this adaptation will use the range adaptation
described earlier. Again, the Classifier Service [13] is an
example of such a QoS adaptation, where it can provide the
classification in 3 to 120 ms.
13) Compond Adaptation -- Compound adaptations are
created by a combination of two or more basic adaptations.
This categorization is important to identify the relationships
amongst various adaptations. The compound adaptation
allows a designer to identify the impact of a basic adaptation
on other types of basic adaptations or on the system as a

whole. One such example of a compound adaptation is the
Synchronization-QoS Adaptation. This adaptation is obtained
by a serial combination of the synchronization and QoS
adaptations. The underlying principle here is that the change
in the synchronization policy will lead to a different QoS
outcome. The Classifier Service [13], for example, when
changes its synchronization behavior from mutex to FCFS
may result in a different response time – due to changing its
behavior from a non-deterministic to a more deterministic
manner. In some cases, such a change in the QoS outcome
may be significant but in others it may not matter. Hence, the
developer is required to consider such compound adaptations
while developing services, in addition to the basic adaptations.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As more and more services will need to adapt, they should
be developed using the “adaptation by construction” approach
– i.e., developers of such services should consider the notion of
adaptation right from the beginning and not as an afterthought.
The proposed formalism and taxonomy will help developers in
identifying the important adaptation categories and ensure that
they are appropriately met. Also, selected adaptation categories
will have to be described in the specification of services –
perhaps, using an alternative such as [13]. The approach
discussed in this paper will allow a semi-automatic code
generation for such services from their adaptive specifications.
Our future work includes the creation of a toolset which
enables the developer to choose the different adaptations that
are consistent with each other and generate an adaptive multilevel specification for the service. Such a tool can also develop
skeleton code, which the developer can complete by filling in
the application specific details. Another direction of our future
work is to extend the current taxonomy based on specific
domains. Finally, impact of adaptation of one type on another
type and on the service as a whole will be investigated in
future.
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